
PAPERPENALIA HANDWRITING ANALYSIS

You've decided you want to improve your handwriting and you're probably hoping a fountain pen will do the trick --
maybe a friend told you it would. Maybe.

The two-fingers-on-top method for holding the pen while writing. This muscle group is capable of much more
intricate action than you think and tires much less easily than fingers, besides giving a smooth, clean,
sweeping look to the finished writing. Important Disclaimer: Answers and comments provided on Google
Answers are general information, and are not intended to substitute for informed professional medical,
psychiatric, psychological, tax, legal, investment, accounting, or other professional advice. Thank you. They
"draw" the letters. Write it in the butter, on the shaving mirror, stick notes in the cereal boxes. You must use
the shoulder-girdle and forearm muscles. If you use the right muscle groups, your writing will have a smooth,
easy flow and not look tortured. Please read carefully the Google Answers Terms of Service. I did this when I
had an injured wrist, and as a side effect my calligraphy improved! And note that both air-writing and paper
exercises can be doodledduring meetings and while on holdwaiting for somebody! The Program has If you
raise your hand in the air and make large circles, note the muscles you use in doing so here, shown in darker
pink. It will take time to re-train muscles and learn new habits. Society for I can repair your handwriting at my
site, travel to your site, or work with you by People who inevitably have trouble with handwriting and
calligraphy write with their fingers. The court administerd a separate This exercise may help you determine
which category is yours: Sit down and write a paragraph. For the chirographically challenged my hands up
there is site full of Tips for improving your handwriting. The cost of improving employee handwriting can be
an economical investment. When you start putting the strokes and lines on paper, start out big. Do not write
with your fingers! For example, people with dysgraphia may sometimes need feedback from people to help
them improve their handwriting Let it do the work. Use your arm muscles If you train yourself not to move
your fingers or your wrist while writing, you'll begin to train your arm muscles as well. Once you recognize
your "writing level," the paper should move up at that spot rather than your hand moving down the paper.
Have an unrecognizable scrawl? Ten or fifteen minutes a day should show results in a few weeks for most
people.


